15th August 2019

A Level Results 2019
It has been a day of much celebration for many students as they secured their
place on the university course of their choice with the good news of their A
Level results this morning. For the school this was a very successful year at A
Level, with 5.9% of grades at A* and 19.0% of grades at A* or A, as well as 42%
of all grades at A*, A or B. Well done to all those involved in achieving this.
Particular congratulations go to Sophia Iacovou for achieving three A* grades in
Art, English Literature and Psychology. A* grades in Art were also obtained by
Joseph Atkins, Nicole-Mae Blacknell, Skye Kendle and Heather London-Roberts.
The high quality of the recent Art and Photography A Level exhibition was
reflected in excellent results again this year in both subjects.
In a similar way we saw remarkable success across Maths and Further Maths,
with Joel Baldwin’s A* in Maths leading the way, and a number of students
combining this with success also in Computing and Physics.
History performed with a notable strength in depth, with our 12 students
gaining 1 grade A, 7 grade Bs and 4 grade Cs between them. In Sociology there
were notable successes, too: Dominic Evans, Emmanuella Gambrah, Josuana
Orji and Rebecca Tetteh all achieved an A*; 5 others gained grades A and B. In
addition to those already mentioned, other subjects with high percentages of
higher grades were: Economics, English Language, English Literature, French,
Geography, Music, Physical Education, Product Design and Religious Studies.
We must mention three further individuals: Dominic Giles, for his four A Levels
- two at each of grades A and B; Tom Nielsen, for three grade As in History,
Music and Religious Studies; and Ella Young for the two grade As in Biology and
Chemistry which open the way to studying Veterinary Science at Liverpool.
We must also mention the superb performance of students in the Extended
Project, in which Rory Walker, Jorja Oladiran, Huw Jones, Joseph Atkins, Jack
Barracliffe, Bethel Kyeza, Tania Saemi, Rhys Stephens and Luke White all
achieved an A* this year. For Year 13 there was an average grade of A for this
qualification overall.

